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It’s another unsettled week in store for the Alps, but not by any means the write
off it looked a few days back. The heaviest of the snow will be across the
southern Alps today and the western Alps later in the week. There will be plenty
of fine weather around too, particularly midweek.
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Austria
Monday afternoon will see some snow (700m) close to the Italian border,
otherwise most areas will be dry but rather cloudy with the best of any
brightness in the north. A strong Foehn wind will hamper lift operations in places.
Tonight snow showers will begin to spread to other parts of the Austrian Alps
(700900m) lingering into Tuesday morning. Later on Tuesday it will brighten up
from the west.
Wednesday will be mostly dry with sunny spells and relatively mild
temperatures. Thursday will start dry, but cloud and showers (snow 1400m) will
spread into the far west later. The central and eastern Austrian Alps will stay
mostly fine.
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Stormy skies over southern Austria today, but there will be of plenty fine weather this week too.
This is Lienz near the Italian border – Photo: fotowebcam.eu

France
Monday afternoon may start dry in some internal valleys of the northern French
Alps, but snow (12001400m) already across the western and southern Alps will
reach all regions by the end of the day – and will continue for a time tonight. On
the whole, the heaviest snow will be across the southern Alps. Wind will be an
additional hazard and will affect some lift operations, particularly at altitude.
Tuesday will be drier and brighter with some sunshine expected in all regions. A
few snow showers are possible in places on Tuesday night then Wednesday
should again be fine with long sunny spells. On Thursday, new weather fronts
are expected to arrive from the west with snow for most, heaviest in the north.

Italy
Monday afternoon will be cloudy across all Italian resorts, with snow (600
800m) heavy at times which will continue into the night. Tomorrow (Tuesday)
early snow flurries will die away from the eastern Italian Alps then all areas can
expect a reasonable day with sunny spells.
Wednesday should be the best weather day of the week with plenty of sunshine
in all areas. It will start fine on Thursday too, but thicker cloud and a few snow
flurries may reach western parts later.

Switzerland
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Monday afternoon will be mostly cloudy with some snow (600900m) spilling
over the Italian border into the far south (and perhaps west). Many other areas
will be dry, but rather cloudy until tonight when snow showers will become more
widespread.
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Tuesday will start cloudy in places, particularly the east, where further snow
flurries are possible for a while. Brighter, drier weather is expected to spread to
all areas during the day with the best of the sun in the south. Further snow
showers are possible on Tuesday night, but Wednesday should be mostly dry
and bright.
Thursday will see further snow (10001400m) move in from the west affecting
all but some southern areas by the end of the day.

31 May

Outlook:
Remaining unsettled but never particularly cold, with further snow at times,
heaviest at altitude and in the north and west.
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Contact us...
Got a burning question about
weather or snow
conditions in the Alps?
Contact us and we'll do our best
to answer it...
E: info@weathertoski.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 3151 3154
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Next detailed snow forecast will be on Friday 14 February 2014, but see
Today in the Alps for daily updates

